Abstract-Rapid and accurate detection of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in pathogenic mutants is crucial for broad fields from food safety monitoring to disease diagnostics and prognosis. Here, we developed a nanopore single-molecule sensor, coupled with the locked nucleic acid (LNA) technique, to accurately discriminate SNPs for detection of Shiga toxin producing Escherichia coli (STEC) O157:H7 pathogen serotype, and cancer-derived driver mutations EGFR L858R and KRAS G12D. This sensitive method, with a simplified, low cost, easy-to-operate LNA design, can be applied in food science and medical detection that need rapid and accurate determination of genetic variations.
INTRODUCTION
Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is the alteration of one nucleotide occurring at a special site in genome between either paired chromosomes or members of species. SNPs play crucial roles in both genetic and epigenetic levels of gene expressions, therefore are used as important biomarkers for diagnostics [1] and standards in pathogenic specie identification [2] . In food safety monitoring, the main task is detecting foodborne pathogen, e.g. E. coli O157:H7, the most frequently isolated Shiga toxin producing E. coli (STEC) serotype. Because O157 only differ from all non-O157 serotypes by one nucleotide in the uidA gene (uidA +93), this SNP has been widely used as a biomarker for discriminating the O157 pathogen [3, 4] . In oncology, precision cancer diagnostics and prognostics requires accurate detection of driver mutations that affect cell proliferation and eventually develop cancers. For example, the kinase EGFR L858R point mutation is highly associated with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [5] , The mutant KRAS (a GTPase) such as G12D has been widely discovered in lung [6] and pancreatic [7] cancers, and is a therapy target[1] and the hallmark of prognostics. [8] . Thus, genotyping the SNP of this mutation is important for both cancer diagnostics and personalized treatment. Although technologies, such as real-time PCR [9] , microarray [10] and sequencing [11, 12] , have been widely utilized for clinical SNP detection, it is still highly demanded to develop highresolution approaches to accurate and rapid SNP discrimination.
Locked nucleic acids (LNAs) are a class of artificial RNA-mimicking nucleotides. Due to the special "locked" ribose ring (Fig. 1a) , LNA can increase the double strands' thermal stability when hybridized to a complementary DNA or RNA [13] . This function renders LNA a highperformance probe in a variety of hybridization-based applications, e.g. SNP discrimination [14] , microRNA detection [15, 16] , and gene silencing [17] However, designing LNA probes remains a challenge because most applications require incorporation of multiple LNA nucleotides (at least three) and optimization of the position of each LNA in the probe. As such, the LNA design has to be a complicated, laborious and expensive process. This challenge is partially caused by that the molecular mechanism for the LNA effect remains unclear. In particular, current technologies are not sensitive enough to precisely elucidate the role of a single LNA in its applications such as SNP discrimination.
Nanopore is a label-free, ultrasensitive, single-moleculebased sensing technology. It has been broadly investigated for various genetic [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , epigenetic [23] [24] [25] and proteomic [26] [27] [28] detection. Many excellent studies have demonstrated nanopore's single-nucleotide sensitivity [29, 30] , and ability to detect single-nucleotide polymorphism [29, [31] [32] [33] [34] . The nanopore next-generation sequencing technology is being developed [31, 35, 36] .
Here, we investigated a LNA-facilitated nanopore sensor that can accurately discriminate various SNPs for detection of E. coli O157 pathogen, and cancer driver mutation EGFR L858R and KRAS G12D. Remarkably, unlike traditional LNA applications that need incorporation and optimization of multiple LNA nucleosides, in the nanopore sensor, a single LNA introduced in the probe is sufficient to enhance the SNP discrimination capability by over 10-fold, allowing accurate detection of the pathogenic mutant DNA mixed in a large amount of the wild-type DNA. The nanopore sensor can also elucidate the LNA mechanism: the significant improvement of SNP discrimination is due to the single LNA effect on both stabilizing the fully matched base-pair and destabilizing the mismatched base-pair. This sensitive method, with a simplified, low cost, easy-to-operate LNA design, can be generalized and applied in various fields that need rapid and accurate identification of single nucleotide variations. The approach can also be expanded to the mechanistic study of other artificial nucleotides.
As shown in Fig. 1b , the nanopore for this study is a 2-nm protein pore assembled by α-hemolysin. It was reconstituted in a lipid membrane that insulates the solutions on both sides of the pore. A transmembrane voltage is applied to produce an ion current across the pore. Singlestranded nucleic acids can freely translocate through this nanopore, but double-stranded nucleic acids must be unzipped prior to translocation, driven by the voltage. This process can be revealed by the nanopore current signature [21] [22] [23] . To detect an SNP, we firstly design a probe that forms a fully-matched duplex with the pathogenic gene target, and a single-mismatched duplex with the nonpathogenic target at the SNP site. The probe franks a 3'-poly(dC) 15 tag for trapping the duplex into the nanopore from its cis entrance and unzipping the duplex [23] . The unzipping/translocation process reduced the nanopore current to the level of I/I o~1 0% (I and I o are the blocked and open pore currents). The blockade duration, i.e. the unzipping time (τ uz ), indicates the duplex stability. The fully-matched duplex is more stable than the mismatched one, thus can be discriminated from the prolonged unzipping time. The ratio of unzipping times between the fully-matched and mismatched duplexes (τ uz-FM /τ uz-MM ) measures the SNP discrimination capability. Each target is detected by two probes: a DNA probe containing all regular nucleosides and a LNA probe with a locked nucleoside substitution at the SNP site. Due to the use of LNA, an increase in SNP discrimination capability can be observed. The fold of increase is defined as the enhancement magnitude.
We firstly investigated how LNA enhances the discrimination of E.coli O157 and non-O157 serotypes. The target and probe sequences are given in Table 1 . The sequence of the 17-nt synthetic target is truncated from the antisense strand of the uidA gene. The SNP site is located in the middle of the sequence, which is a cytosine (C) in the O157 target T1 C and an adenine (A) in the non-Q157 target T1 A . The DNA probe P1 G contains a regular guanosine G and the LNA probe P1 LG contains a locked guanosine ( L G) at the SNP site, such that they form a G/ L G−C pair with T1 C (P1 G •T1 C and P1 LG •T1 C ), and a G/ L G···A mismatch with T1 A (P1 G •T1 A and P1 LG •T1 A ). Using the DNA probe, τ uz for P1 G •T1 C was 37±3 ms, 1.6-fold as long as the 22±4 ms for P1 G •T1 A (Fig. 2a and b, Fig. 3a) , indicating that the O157/non-O157 discrimination capability is 1.6 (Fig. 3b) . Strikingly, when using the LNA probe, τ uz for the fullymatched P1 LG •T1 C was increased to 61±14 ms, while τ uz for mismatched P1 LG •T1 A was decreased to 5.0±1.2 ms (Fig. 2c  and d, Fig. 3a) , therefore leading to significant increase of Table 1 . a. Unzipping times ( uz ) for fully-matched and mismatched duplexes, by using DNA and LNA probes; b. SNP discrimination capability for the DNA and LNA probes, calculated as the unzipping time ratio of between fullymatched versus one-mismatched probe•target duplexes ( nz-FM / nz-MM ); c. Enhancement magnitude of SNP discrimination by using the LNA probe, which is the fold of increase in SNP discrimination capability; d. Fold of increase in the unzipping time for fully-matched duplexes ( nz-FM (LNA) / nz-FM (DNA) ) and fold of decrease in the unzipping time for mismatched duplexes ( nz-MM (DNA) / nz-MM (LNA) ) by using a LNA probe. The experiment condition was the same as that in Fig. 2 . Table 1 . Sequences of all the probes and target DNAs the discrimination capability to 12 (Fig. 3b) . This key result suggests that the probe's L G at the SNP site can enhance the O157/non-O157 discrimination capability by 7.5-fold (Fig.  3c) .
The mutant EGFR target T6 C has a cytosine (C) and the wild-type target T6 A has an adenine (A) at the mutation site, thus the corresponding DNA probe (P6 G ) and single-L G probe (P6 LG ) can form a G/ L G−C pair with T6 C and a G/ L G···A mismatch with T6 A . Using the DNA probe, τ uz for P6 G •T6 C was 6.8±3.4 ms, 3.6-fold as long as the 1.9±0.5 ms for P6 G •T6 A (Fig. 3a) , indicating that the L858R mutant discrimination capability is 3.6 (Fig. 3b) . Using the L G probe greatly extended τ uz of fully-matched P6 LG •T6 C to 42.2±10.4 ms, while slightly shortened τ uz of mismatched P6 LG •T6 A to 1.9±0.2 ms (Fig. 3a) , therefore enhancing the mutation discrimination capability to 22 (Fig. 3b) . Overall, a single L G enhances the L858R discrimination capability by 6.2-fold (Fig. 3c) , similar to the 7.5-fold for E.coli O157 discrimination.
KRAS G12D is a C>T substitution (sense strand). The sequences of the 17-nt mutant (T7 T ) and wild-type (T7 C ) targets contain a thymidine (T) and a cytosine (C) at the mutation site, respectively. The two probes, one (P7 A ) with a regular adenosine (A) and other (P7 LA ) with a locked adenosine ( L A) at the mutation site, can form an A/ L A−T pair with T7 T (P7 A •T7 T and P7 LA •T7 T ) and an A/ L A···C mismatch with T7 C (P7 A •T7 C and P7 LA •T7 C ). Using the DNA probe, τ uz for P7 A •T7 T was 26.3±10.8 ms. This τ uz is 3.42-fold as long as the 7.7±2.5 ms for P7 A •T7 C (Fig. 3a) , showing that the KRAS G12D discrimination capability is 3.42 (Fig. 3b) . Using the L A probe extended τ uz of fullymatched P7 LA •T7 C to 69.6±17.5 ms, while shortened τ uz of mismatched P7 LA •T7 C to 6.5±1.3 ms (Fig. 3a) . The overall effect is greatly increasing the discrimination capability to 10.7 (Fig. 3b) . Therefore, a single L A enhances the KRAS mutant discrimination capability by 3.1-fold (Fig. 3c) .
The single LNA capability in SNP discrimination allows for accurate detection of O157:H7 DNA contaminated with non-O157:H7 DNA. We mixed P1 LG •T1 C with P1 LG •T1 A at various percentages. The long and short components identified in the distributions of the signature event duration (Fig. 2b-e) can be assigned to the P1 LG •T1 C (fully-matched) and P1 LG •T1 A (single-mismatched) duplexes, respectively. Analysis indicates that as the P1 LG •T1 C percentage increases from 1% to 10%, 50% and 90%, the fractional population of the P1 LG •T1 C signature events linearly increased from 5.2±0.8% to 12±4%, 48±3% and 76±11% (Fig. 4) . Therefore, we demonstrated that this approach is capable of detecting the E. coli O157:H7 serotype accurately even at a low percentage, without interference from non-O157 serotypes.
DISCUSSION
The results from three different SNP species indicate that the introduction of a single LNA to the SNP site in the probe is sufficient enough to enhance the nanopore's SNP discrimination capability. The enhancement is contributed by two factors: (1) LNA stabilizes a fully-matched duplex, in which LNA forms a Watson-Crick base-pair with the pathogenic target DNA. This can be verified by that the LNA probe significantly extends the fully-match unzipping time by 1.7-fold for E.coli O157, 6.2-fold for EGFR L858C, and 2.7-fold for KRAS G12D (Fig. 3d ,  uz-FM (LNA) / uz-FM (DNA) ); (2) Strikingly, LNA destabilizes the mismatched duplex with non-pathogenic DNA, as reflected by shortening mismatched unzipping time by 4.5-, 1.1-and 1.2-fold for E.coli non-O157, wild-type EGFR and KRAS (Fig.  3d ,  uz-MM (DNA) / uz-MM (LNA) ). In addition, the melting profiles support that the order of T m for the four duplexes in E. coli O157 detection is consistent with that of their stabilities (unzipping time) in the nanopore, but the nanopore method is more efficacious. (data not shown). Overall, LNA performs excellently in the discrimination of the single-base difference. Compared with a pure DNA probe, the probe with a single LNA can not only elongate the unzipping time of the fully matched duplex (stabilization), but also shorten the unzipping time of the single-mismatched duplex (destabilization). Thus, LNA significantly magnifies the difference between the target and the corresponding nontarget sequences, leading to the enhancement of SNP discrimination. We strikingly found that just the geometrical change by a single LNA in a LNA/DNA base-pair extensively affects the stability of the whole duplex and generates a significant difference in unzipping time. This simple design makes the method more applicable and far more effective. Lastly, the simultaneous detection of the pathogenic and non-pathogenic sequences can efficiently avoid false-positive or false-negative results.
In summary, the single-LNA-nanopore sensor provides a rapid and reliable tool to detect SNPs. We expect that the outstanding ability to discriminate a SNP can also expand the usage of this method to other fields, such as human genomic SNP and epigenetic single nucleotide mutations. Currently we are working on translation of the single-LNAnanopore sensor for real sample detections. Toward this goal, we are improving target gene preparation, SNP discrimination accuracy, high-throughput SNP detection, and clinically usable nanopore device. LG •T1 C molecular percentages of 50%. The duration distribution in each histogram was fit into two components by the exponential function in log probability. b. Duration histograms and fitting for selected O157 percentages shown in a.
